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, . Dike the note on state trading (E/CN.I4/STC/13), this note is also

of an exploratory character. Its purpose is essentially to throw some

light on various economic, legal and. policy aspects of modern tendencies in

the field of trade and payments agreements. Since a great number of the

agreements referred to have been concluded with the Centrally Planned

Economies, this note should be read in conjunction with that on African

Trade with the Centrally Planned Economies (E/CN.14/STC/5),

Introduction

Long-term trade and payments agreements aro an old»os.tablishod practice

between trading nations. If "long-term" is defined as having a duration

of not less than two years, practically all the treaties of friendship,

oommeroe and navigation would fall into this category. These treaties

c, axe useful in so far as they create the legal basis for establishing new

c/trade relations. They frequently incorporate the most-favoured-natipn

ri,:;rcl«ttse. It is not astonishing therefore that after having achieved-indepen

dence, a number of African oountries have concluded such agreements wi^h

{//.prospective trading partners. It should be noted, that the GATT is 4n, itslef

;' a long-term trade agreement embodying also most features of the traditional

commerce and navigation treaties. Accordingly, African GATT members did

: not and do not need to conclude such treaties with other <3ATT members?J. <

If "trade agreement" is taken in the broadest possible sense, i.eV as

any legal instrument concluded between governments and directly concerned

with the flow of goods, Africa has a rich experience of long-term trade/

agreements;

_. In-the first placo, international commodity agreements would clearly

fall into this category, despite their distinctive features, such as very

wide geographical and very narrow commodity coverage)^.

l/ Cf.E/CK. 14/64
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Seoon/i, long-taiBl ponies: limited to two parties^ and a single
commodity were widely used in Africa, particularly the British bulk ^^

contracts during and after second world war. To a certain extentf the Franc

ZonearrangemW On, some .coma6ditieS-,(particularly groundnuts and ooffee)
are essentially of. c. similar nature. . .,.." -

.. .,., Third, the more recent surplus commodtiy agreements (particularly
disposal ;Of US food Crplus-under P.L,480) also contain some trading arrange
ments although the counterpart funds are generally used either as grants or
as.long-term soft loans.' ': ' ' ' ' '

The ffat-u-c; of -hi 1 ^rajjgade agreements

Vhereeo the arrangement enumerated above are essentially long-term,
bilateral trade- agreement,3 of the modern type can be either short pr long-

.tern-andvery frequently it is impossible to draw a dividing line between
the twoo '•■":.■ ■•

The modern bilateral trade agreements are es8entlally.the consequence
of the quantitative restrictions introduced in world trade since the 30'8

and of their most extreme form, namely state trading. Their most important

feature is that thoy contain explicitly or implicitly the undertaking to
issue import licence, o. den^d, in the case of a market economy, or to buy
actually, in -iha case of a planned economy. This commitment refering to the

total value of trade, may be fixed for several years in order to give «

oroad fraoawort of the expected flows, but the.lists specifying, the commod

ities to which the commitment applies (in value and sometimes in quantity)

.are,generally agreed upon annually, in order to provide some flexibility.

It is precisely because of the need for renegotiating the lists annually,

that-many of the bilateral trade agreements are formally concluded only for

one year but subsequently extended to several years. Such agreements are

frequently, moro "long-term" in substance than the' ones concluded for five
years. ... . ■ ■ ■ ; ■■■..■■ .'. ■'■

***** ^ ^^ rtth S6VeraI
2/ Cf. E/CN. 14/72
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Another feature of the bilateral trade agreements is the frequent

^ation orpayiiBnts-agreeients; when one or both parties have
..inconvertible currencies. Such payments agreements,.establishing clearing
,-*»«»«.'«*..swing credits id possibly the ways of'settling'^tanding
balances, can of course be signed for relatively long'durations. '

•■:.-.' * moodr 'rfcason for the increasing use of genuinely long.ter^lateral

trade agreements' is the fact that' loig-term credits are frequent^ li^ed

^**a^ agreements,' either because Prepayment is!foreseen i» oo^od-
ttiw-o^eoauBe' the credit was exchanged agains? commercial concessions
iby/tlie-etHer-pariy, :■■■■■-"-' '■-■■ • " : -' ^ '--^ - ■-■•■■ ■ -.:--?i!;-. •-

.:,,l,Arflatl^1y oomPFehensiye list of such agreements, £or :ti*aMt four
years can be found in Appendix Table IV of e/ch.14/STC/5 and in the first

*wb-issued'of -the' Foreign Trade newsletter.' ' " " '■' ' '

„ S™18* *">!»*?**'category;'of these agreements includes those* -
concluded with the centrally planned economies. Since .they.were desoribed
in detail in the quoted document, only a few characterises will be ';
indicatedJaere. First, most if not all agreements ar*ainked:with Ibag-
term credits and occasionally grants. Second, only.few^contain firm

commitments concerning licences and purchases .(Mor^o,,SUE,, Guinea, Sudan,
Ghana) and in most cases these commitments are short-term and. fi*ed in .
yearly protocols-/. Third, prices seem to be also negotiated as a rule
annualy, „.■'.;....■ :, / -. : _> „."- .-." '■ ...: V. .-' :■ ■ ■. ■ .:....\- . -1-1. ./;^J:,-i^rCilL...:.iL.

";: ; I* snoul^'be noted that ih the pasta number of Frana Zone" ppuivbries

3d' in1 the 4rade' a^eements concluded between France an* Qeance and the

planned ecohofflies as a going concern. Some'of themhave'new

emenls of their Ownite.g. Tunisia), ccmplemented by ^"
payments arrangements•' ■■>■;■■■ , ■ ■■■ ■■■-.. ■.;
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'■'. ■•:. The second group of agreements links African countries with other,

generally underdeveloped, countries applying severe trade restrictions.

:■: These are typically quota agreements with'clearing arrangements, generally

■/■.of:;a;short duration. '

tfhe" third group of agreements is between African countries having

quantitative restrictions' and"'industrialized market economies with ..,.

?.■=. relatively liberal trading praotices. In such oases (e.g. Tunisia.and

-L Morocco iwith'Switzerlahdj the UK, etc) the commitment to issue import

^licences is mostly limited to the African trading partner, sinoe imports

to the other partner enter anyhow free (with a few exceptions). Consequently

the qui pro quo■ consists, of long-term credits, jS:0.st-faVouredr-aia-ti^"^reat-

ment, application of the QBEC liberalization measures to the African~"partner

or a combination thereof* Generally^, there -are' no payment agreements.

Finally there have" been a' few long-term agreements concluded between

Afrioan oountries. Those between heighVours (e.g. Sudan, UAE, South Africa and

Rhodesia) include elements-; of prs.ferntial tariffs-treatment sometimes

combined, with quotas. Other agreements:.are basically the'same as' those

of the second group;.(e.gi UAE and/Morocco with a number"of Afrioan partners).

Finally-there,have been also^some.; general agreements of the traditional

type.,; LThis .ia-.th© case of ;1jh©; treaty between Ghana and'TJppef ^

concluded shortly .aftor the; special agreement on the supiJres

boundaries. ... _ ■-:.-■;..: ■■■■;:■ ■■: ' ;-' -:^: r-j---^" ■:"■''■'■'■ -] " ■ :'1" ;V"

Thsf-Bignifioance "of long-term trade agreements for Africa

With the exception of the UAB, Sudan and possibly Morocco, the exper

ience of bilateral long-term'' trade agreements in Africa is too recent and

too: scattered-to allowfor any well assessed conclusion* Moreover, the

laok of published critical appraisals by the governments themselves makes

it difficult fdr^ tne1 secretariat to prooeed'to such a task.

Obviously, bilateral trade agreements are the mutually most acceptable

framework for trading with centrally planned or very strictly controlled

economies. Sinoe:"ihese marke.ts are of great potential if-not actual
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..importance to the, exports, of most African countries, the number

of bilateral trade agreements of the,type desori"bed above, is bound to

increase further in the future*-: . . ■

' If this is the case, there are strong arguments in favour of long-

term agreements. Such agreements) if they contain firm commitments to Oo

purchase-; primary products is given quantities, may improve substantially

both the level and the stability of their export earnings while partly

eliminating the need for painful-yearly; re-nego,tiationsv They caBai&lso

make economic planning somewhat less of a guessing exercise.

Similar arrangements with •faho industrialized market economies do not

necessarily call for "bilateral trade agreements, but could be also achieved

by commodity stabilization agreements, preferably on a world-wide basis*

There are two problems raised by primary exports under long-term

bilateral trade agreements, Tho first io that the primary exporters have

to make it sure that the increase in their respective exports corresponds

to a genuine increase in total net imports by the importing countries. If

it is only a geographical shift from one supplier to another, and even

more, if part of the goods are subsequently re-exported to the traditional

markets, then the gain achieved at the expense of another exporter will

turn out to be self-dafeating in the long run.

The second problem is pricing. Fixing prices for a long period in

advance is taking a gamble on world market prices. Even if the gamble

sucoeeds (i»e. the world market prices decrease "below the contract price),

the seller may become too dependent on a single market. It would seem

preferable, in the absence of a world commodity stabilization, to rely on

commitments on quantities rather than on price.

On the import side, the price issue becomes all important. To a

large extent, this problem of bilateral trading can be solved by highly

qualified personnel (particularly in state trading agencies) able to assess

and differentiate prices, for ten thousands of goods of different quality

in.order to ensure that the gain qniihe.'export side is not annihilated by
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price and/or quality differences. Besides this purely technical issue.,

there is also a deeper economic one, due to the very nature of "bilateralism,

where the primary exporter can "be faced -with the choice between three '

alternatives: accumulating an inconvertible export "balance, accepting over

priced or otherwise unsuitable goods, or cutting down exports-^ •

1 ■'*■'•' Should the STC decide to pursue the study of long-term trade and .

payments agreements in Africa, more detailed information and extensive ex

change of experience in this field would be necessary. ■

til/ This problem does not arise, of course, in the existing long-:term agree-

r ments.with the centrally planned economies, which practically all

include large development credits granted to the African countries.




